Swimming Pool Tiler
Do you want to be part of a highly motivated, professional swimming pool company? Do you have a minimum of 3 years experience tiling swimming pools? If the answer is yes to both of these questions and you
are looking for a new challenge then read on. Due to constant growth of the company an opportunity will
be available to the successful candidate to join our experienced site team. Preferably the candidate will live
within 1 hours drive of our head office in Huddersfield.
Swimming Pool Tiler Overview
As a swimming pool tiler, you’ll be representing Concept Pools in a professional and polite manner at all
times. You are the face of the business when you're out at sites and therefore you will always protect your
colleagues and the company image. You may work alone most of the time, but you are part of a team. As
per your contract your hours will vary to meet the needs of the works.
The main attributes for this role are:
Loyalty (to the company and colleagues)
Respected (with colleagues and customers)
Likeable (with colleagues and customers)
Intelligence
Problem solving
Commitment
Sacrifice
Organized
Low drama (both in and out of work)
Low personal ego
The Responsibilities
Tiling swimming pool shells, spa pool shells, pool surrounds and steam rooms. Render and screed experience would see salary increase.
Forward thinking for all jobs. Always be thinking 1-2 weeks ahead on what materials you may require
throughout the job to keep yourself and others on program.
Problem solving. Bringing solutions not problems to site issues. Your working knowledge in the wet leisure
industry is of great value acquired over many years. Think out of the box with your input and advice.
Looking after and maintaining your company vehicle, tools, and spare parts. Vehicle inspections will be
scheduled every 3 months. Smoking in company vehicles is not permitted. Take pride in appearances,
ensure you always maintain a clean company image with the cleanliness of the vehicle.

Leaving all sites in a tidy manner at the end of each day. Adopt a clean as you go approach on works being
carried out, a clean and safe working environment is paramount for your own personal safety and leaves a
good impression to the clients.
Continuous personal development to become a better engineer. Be opened minded with a positive attitude to
new challenges that will cross your path and challenge you. Willingness to learn new skills that will be adopted
to enhance your knowledge in the wet leisure industry.
Continuously helping to develop the new build department. Systems and processes are key to mechanize our
works loads to achieve a streamlined approach for continuity. This mantra is rolled out within Concept Pools
structure. As site engineer your input on aiding the development on these processes will be considered in
growing the department.
Attending new build meetings, bringing new ideas of how we can better the department. Your opinion counts
as a valued experienced site engineer at Concept Pools. New ideas and suggestions will be aired in the meetings.
Being part of a team environment. It takes a team for the dream to be implemented. Adopt a strong team
focused commitment while being open to new ideas from perspective work colleagues while adding your
own view for best impact and solutions.
Interaction with all Concept Pools staff in a professional and respectable manner. Being in a busy environment
that can be stressful at times due to work loads, can elevate tone and approach to each other, focus on a calm
professional outlook.
Participating in creating a family feel culture within the company. Concept Pools prides itself on being a very
driven, family image that gels well with our clients to portray a warm, welcome atmosphere. We want you to
be part that team ethos.
Job Types: Full-time, Permanent
Salary: £28,000.00-£32,000.00 per year
Additional pay:
Yearly bonus
Benefits:
Company car
Company pension
Schedule:
Monday to Friday
Overtime
Work remotely:
No

